ABSTRACT. If f is a function supported on the truncated paraboloid in R 3 and E is the corresponding extension operator, then we prove that for all
INTRODUCTION
Definition 1.1. Given f a complex valued function defined on the unit disc in R 2 , we define E f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) := e i(ξ 1 x 1 +ξ 2 x 2 +|ξ| 2 x 3 ) f (ξ)dξ.
Stein conjectured [3] in the 1960s the following restriction estimate
for all p > 3. We refer to [5] for a survey about Stein's restriction conjecture. Tao obtained estimate 1.1 for p > 3 + 1/3 in [4] using two ends argument, which was introduced in [6] . Later on, Guth improved the range of p to p > 3+1/4 in [1] using the polynomial method, which is the previous best known estimate. In this paper, we give a small improvement on the restriction estimate 1.1 for p > 3 + 3/13 based on those two methods.
Theorem 1.
If f is supported on the unit disc in R 2 , then inequality 1.1 holds for all p > 3 + 3/13. Theorem 1 can be derived from Theorem 2 below. We refer to the introduction of [1] for a discussion of it.
Theorem 2.
If f is supported on the unit disc in R 2 , then for any small > 0, there exists a large constant C depending only on such that for any large enough radius R,
is the broad L p -norm of E f defined in [1] and [2] . We give its full description in Section 2. Roughly speaking, E f BL p (B R ) can be split into the broad part and the narrow part and E f BL p (B R ) is a locally bilinear norm that captures the difficult part of E f L p (B R ) and spreads out on the Fourier side.
The proof of Theorem 4 is a mixed application of polynomial partitioning and two ends argument, two useful techniques in the history of the study of restriction estimate.
Around 2000, Wolff and Tao ([6] and [4] ) introduced the two ends argument to prove estimate 1.1 for p > 10/3. This argument enables us to only look at the interaction between things that are far apart. In 2014, Guth [1] introduced the polynomial partitioning method to improve the range of p in estimate 1.1 for p > 3.25. Polynomial partitioning helps us find where E f is large using a low degree polylnomial. And the polynomial itself gives us some information about how different parts of E f are related.
We usually decompose E f into a sum over wavepackets E f θ,v . Each E f θ,v is essentially supported in a tube T θ,v of length R, radius R 1/2 . One can visualize the absolute value |E f θ,v | as a constant depending on E f times the characteristic function of T θ,v . The function E f θ,v has some oscillation on T θ,v which we explore by its L 2 -norm later on. We apply polynomial partitioning iteratively to obain a collection of algebraic surfaces where |E f | is large in their thin neighborhoods.
We observe that if |E f | is large in a thin neighborhood of an algebraic surface, then the large wavepackets E f θ,v must be organized into large brooms whose roots have large intersections with this surface. For simplicity, we think of algebraic surfaces as planes. Roughly speaking, a broom (rooted at a plane Σ) is a collection of wavepackets that
• intersects at a common place on Σ, which we call the root of the broom, • points on a small range of directions which we quantify later, • spans along the normal direction of Σ. In other words, we can find a plane Σ , such that the R 1/2 -neighborhood of Σ captures all the wavepackets in the broom and Σ ⊥ Σ.
The main idea is that an algebraic surface on one end usually has a small intersection with a broom rooted on the other end. We refer to Figure 1 . We apply the two ends argument to reduce the problem and study the interaction of E f on far apart algebraic surfaces. Finally, we prove an improved L 2 -estimate by counting wavepackets using their broom structure.
1.1. Idea of proof. The proof contains three steps.
Step one: We apply polynomial partitioning iteratively to observe some structure of E f through algebraic surfaces. This part follows the framework from [1] . Instead of applying induction on scale directly as in [1] , we manually write out the induction process with some small changes.
We partition the measure µ E f (U) = E f p BL p (U) with a polynomial of degree d, which we choose to be about log R. The zero set of the polynomial, which we denote Z, decomposes R 3 into a disjoint union of components. Each component has about the same measure under µ E f . In order to understand how a tube T θ,v intersects those components, we furthermore decompose R 3 into a thin neighborhood of Z and a disjoint union of cells, where each cell is a subset of one previous component and essentially lies inside a ball of radius R/d. When the cellular part dominates, we continue partitioning each cell with a polynomial adapted to it of degree d. When the algebraic part dominates, we cover the thin neighborhood of Z with balls of radius R 1−δ for some δ . We record the tangential part and then apply polynomial partitioning on µ E f in each smaller ball.
Here we apply polynomial partitioning on µ E f iteratively without changing the function E f . This is slightly different from the proof in [1] . After one step, we have reduced FIGURE 1. A broom.
R to either R/d or R 1−δ . We stop the iteration process once the radius is smaller than R δ . Locally E f can be split into, according to previous partitioning, one cellular-transversal part and a sum of tangential parts from the algebraic steps. There are at most δ −2 tangential parts because in each algebraic step we reduce the radius to its power of 1 − δ, and (1 − δ)
If E f is dominated by the cellular-transversal part, then the information from polynomial partitioning is enough to prove Theorem 4. For this part we use only the method in [1] .
If E f is dominated by the tangential parts, we need more information. The key observation in this paper is the following: if |E f | is large in a thin neighborhood S of some low degree algebraic surface, then the large wavepackets E f θ,v must be organized into large brooms with root concentrated on S.
Let us consider the example when there is only one wavepacket E f θ,v intersecting S. Since |E f θ,v | is roughly a constant times χ T θ,v , and |T θ,v ∩ S| is small compared to T θ,v , the L 2 -norm of E f on S is small compared to the whole L 2 -norm. Here we provide a more detailed explanation of why the wavepackets must be organized into large brooms. Assume that the low degree algebraic surface is a plane and S is the r 1/2 -neighborhood of the plane with R 1/2 ≤ r ≤ R. In the proof we need to estimate the L 2 -norm of E f τ on S for a cap τ of radius r −1/2 and G(τ) parallel to S. One might assume all wavepackets in E f τ intersect at a common point on S for simplicity. The dual of S on the Fourier side is contained in a mini tube s of length r −1/2 , radius R −1/2 , with direction orthogonal to S. By L 2 -orthogonality,
.
Here E f s consists of wavepackets that span along the normal direction of S. The example in the end of last paragraph shows that E f s must contain many wavepackets, otherwise S only captures small proportion of the L 2 -norm of E f s . Once we show that wavepackets need to be organized into large brooms, then we can apply the following geometric observation. If we have a large broom concentrated at one end, then it is difficult for all the algebraic surfaces on the other end to intersect with multiple wavepackets (Figure 1 ). We work on this case in Step two and Step three.
Step two: We apply Wolff's two ends argument to reduce the problem and count the wavepackets shared by distant algebraic surfaces. We cover B R with balls B k of radius ρ, where ρ = R 1− 0 with δ 0 . We define some relation T θ,v ∼ B k satisfying:
It does not matter what the exact relation ∼ is at this step, all we need is condition 1.2. We give the full definition of ∼ in
Step three, which is adapted to the polynomial partitioning process in
Step one. Inside each B k , we decompose E f = E f ∼ + E f . If for most B k the E f ∼ dominates, then we apply induction on scale ρ < R and condition 1.2 to sum over the balls B k . Roughly speaking, because condition 1.2 says that each wavepacket is related to only a few balls, we could think as if the function E f in different B k are independent. So when we sum up the B k s, the induction goes through.
Step three: When the E f dominates for most B k , we give the explicit relation ∼ and count wavepackets in E f using brooms. This step contains all the geometric ingredients, and can be further divided into three small steps. The difficult case is when E f is concentrated in thin neighborhoods of many algebraic surfaces inside small balls.
• We prove a Lemma 6.4 saying that for a fixed direction (adapted to the small ball), each algebraic surface can be viewed as several planes.
• We define the broom structure according to those planes, and define the ∼ relation.
We define T θ,v ∼ B k if T θ,v belongs to many large brooms with roots inside B k .
• The function E f consists of large wavepackets E f θ,v that belong to many brooms with roots far apart. When each wavepacket has approximately the same weight, the large wavepackets in E f hitting an algebraic surface Z represent only a small proportion of large wavepackets in E f . On the one hand, the proportion of large wavepackets hitting Z becomes smaller if the size of the brooms is larger. On the other hand, the L 2 -norm near Z becomes smaller if the size of the brooms is smaller. We use this information to obtain the improved restriction estimate.
The rest of this paper is organized in the following way. We discuss some preliminaries including a sketch of the polynomial partitioning proof of 1.1 for p > 3.25 in [1] in Section 2. The sketch proof is the starting point of our discussion, and the polynomial structure lemma (Lemma 4.3) applies it iteratively. Section 3 contains a white lie version of the proof. We assume in this section that all the algebraic surfaces are planes and that if one case dominates, then other cases vanish. The white lie proof contains the main idea and is close to my initial thoughts about this problem. Then we start the proof of Theorem 4. Section 4 proves the polynomial structure lemma which indicates if E f has large BL p -norm then we can find a collection of low degree algebraic surfaces such that the large wavepackets E f θ,v are tangential to them. Section 5 applies Wolff 's two ends argument to reduce the problem and study E f . This part of the argument is general and is the same as in [6] and [4] . We estimate E f in Section 6. Subsection 6.1 includes a geometric lemma (Lemma 6.4) saying that we can think the algebraic surfaces as planes in our arguments. We define in Subsection 6.2 the relation ∼ according to the brooms and planes and we count the wavepackets of E f using brooms. In Section 7 we summarize the proof of Theorem 4.
1.2. Notation. If X is a finite set, we use |X | to denote its cardinality; if X is a measurable set, we use |X | to denote its Lebesgue measure. We use B r to denote a ball of radius r. We use A B or A = O(B) to denote the estimate A ≤ CB where C is an absolute constant.
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PRELIMINARY
We recall the definition of wavepacket decomposition and we refer to Section 2.4 in [1] for a discussion. Definition 2.1. If B R is a ball of radius R in R 3 , then we can do wavepacket decomposition of E f in B R :
where θ are caps of radius R −1/2 . Each E f θ,v is a wavepacket essentially supported on a tube T θ,v of length R, radius R 1/2 , whose direction G(θ) is determined by θ.
We consider the broad L p -norm E f BL p (B R ) , which was defined in [1] and [2] . We recall the definition here.
We decompose the unit disc into finitely overlapping smal disc α of radius K −1 , where K is at the scale R δ 2 , with δ for the in Theorem 4. We write f = α f α , where f α is supported in α. The wavepackets in E f α are those E f θ,v with θ ⊂ α. The set G(α) ⊂ S 2 is a spherical cap with radius ∼ K −1 , representing the possible directions of wavepackets in E f α .
We define
We write the broad
= µ E f (B R ). We often neglige A for simplicity unless A plays a role in the proof. One can see that the broad L p -norm is bounded by sum of bilinear norms:
We can view the BL p -norm as approximately an L p -norm with broadness: if f is supported inside a small cap of radius K −1 , then E f BL p (B R ) = 0. We can also think the BL p -norm as a local bilinear norm. We assume that f L 2 = 1 since Theorem 4 is invariant under multiplication by a constant.
We sort the wavepackets E f θ,v according to the size of f θ,v L 2 , which we denote λ. The sum of wavepackets with f θ,v L 2 ≤ R −10 automatically holds for Theorem 4. So it suffices to consider R −10 ≤ λ ≤ 1. For each λ, let E f λ be the sum of wavepackets with f θ,v L 2 ∼ λ 0 . Since there are O(log R) choices of λ, there exists a λ 0 such that
. From now on, we assume E f = E f λ 0 . In particular, each wavepacket in E f is either zero or with f θ,v L 2 ∼ λ 0 . Let T 0 denote the collection of tubes T θ,v with non zero f θ,v . [1] . In this section, we sketch the proof of the following theorem in [1] .
Polynomial partitioning in

Theorem 3.
If f is supported on the unit disc in R 2 , then for any small > 0, there eixsts a large constant C depending only on such that for any large radius R, and for any
where |θ| means the radius of θ, and f θ = f φ θ is f multiplied by a bump function φ θ supported in 2θ, and f θ
We apply Theorem 0.6 in [1] , for any degree d ≥ 1, we can find a non-zero polynomial P of degree at most d so that
We would like to decompose furthermore U i into subsets such that each subset lies inside a ball of radius R/d. Let Q = P · G, where G is the product of planes forming a grid of cubes of side length R/d. We only need to count the planes intersecting B R , so degG ≤ 3d and degQ ≤ 4d. We have a new decomposition of R 3 :
where each O j is a subset of some U i ∩ B R/d . We define W to be the 
We cover W with balls B k of radius R 1−δ . We define as follows which tubes T θ,v are tangential to Z(P) in B k and which tubes are transversal to Z(P) in B k . Definition 2.2. T k,tang is the set of all tubes T obeying the following two conditions:
• If z is any non-singular point of Z(P) lying in 2B k ∩ 10T, then
Definition 2.3. T k,trans is the set of all T obeying the following two conditions:
• There exists a non-singular point z of Z(P) lying in 2B k ∩ 10T, so that
We note T trans = ∪ k T k,trans .
Fix a ball B k of radius R 1−δ , let
By triangle inequality of BL p -norm (up to a change of A in the broad norm definition),
Here A = A 1 + C 1 , and we choose C 1 A. .
For 99% of the cells O j , the corresponding
By L 2 -orthogonality, max
When p > 13 4 , the induction closes. Remark 2.4. When we are in the cellular case, we will only consider the cells O j satisfying:
There are more than O(d 3 ) such cells.
. We shall apply the following crucial geometric lemma (Lemma 4.9 in [1] ). Lemma 2.5. If T ⊆ T tang are tubes pointing in pairwise R −1/2 -different directions, then
In particular, it says that supp f tang belongs to a subset of area R −1/2+O(δ) . Same as in Section 3.4 in [1] , or we interpolate the bilinear restriction theorem [4] with the L 2 → L 2 bound, we obtain
By Lemma 2.5,
2.1.3. Transverse case. We are in transverse case when we are neither in cellular case nor tangential case. We cover W with balls B k of radius ρ = R 1−δ . By induction on scale of Theorem 3, we assume that inside each B k , we have
We shall apply Lemma 3.5 in [1] which we recall here.
Lemma 2.6. Each tube T ∈ T belongs to at most Poly(d) different sets T k,trans .
By Lemma 2.6, we have
We have as well
We used the fact that l q ≤ l 2 when q > 2 and 12p/13 > 2 to sum up the f k,trans 12p/13 L 2 and then we applied inequality 2.9.
Since d = log R, we choose R large enough such that R δ Poly(d).
A WHITE LIE VERSION OF THE PROOF
We prove a slightly stronger version of Theorem 2 which works better for induction.
Theorem 4.
If f is supported on the unit disc in R 2 , then for any small > 0, there exists a large constant C depending only on such that for any large enough radius R, p > 3 + 3/13,
where |θ| means the radius of θ,
. Theorem 2 is a direct corollary of Theorem 4 because
We use the L 2 avg -norm on the right-hand side because it is more suitable for our induction than L ∞ -norm.
3.1. Tangential case in the cells. Now we have finished the sketch proof of Theorem 3, let's look at the right-hand side of the inequality in Theorem 3. The right-hand side is a mix of L 2 -norm and some approximation of L ∞ -norm. In the tangential case, we have a very strong estimate using the L ∞ -norm. If we put more weights on the L ∞ part, can we hope to get a better restriction estimate? From the celluar case, we observe that we need a lot weight on the L 2 -norm to close the induction. We start by writing out the induction iteration process and study the interaction between different cells.
The white lie we assume here is that if we are in transverse case, then the tangential part is zero; if we are in tangential case, then the transverse part is zero. In reality, this might not happen and we are going to treat it carefully in the following sections.
We think the polynomial partitioning iteration as an algorithm that stops at tangential case. We run the algorithm as follows.
Initial step. We run the first polynomial partitioining as in Subsection 2.1. If we are at the tangential case, we stop and estimate the E f
. By inequality 2.7 and inequality 2.8, when
. . We keep only those cells. We write r 1 = R 1−δ .
We write
In cellular case, we rewrite inequality 2.4 using f O 1 :
In transversal case, we rewrite inequality 2.9 using f O 1 :
Under our white lie assumption, the tangential part is zero, so f trans = f O 1 . In reality, when we are in transversal case, the f O 1 defined in defintion 3.2 does not necessarily satisfy inequality 3.4.
Iteration step. 
From the induction process and white lie assumption, for each O we have
for each cell O and
Inequality 3.7 is true because we have at most n δ −2 transversal steps and we choose
δ . Now we have finished the polynomial partitioning iteration, and we know that the BL p -norm of E f is concentrated in the neighborhoods of several low degree algebraic surfaces.
Lemma 3.1. When r ≥ R 13/16 , for any p > 42/13,
Proof. We apply inequality 2.7 on each cell O ⊆ B r , inequality 3.7 and Lemma 2.5 on scale r,
When r ≥ R 13/16 , D ≤ R/r ≤ r 3/13 , the constant term is bounded by C R .
Proof. By inequality 3.7, for most of the
R After Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, it suffices to consider when R O( 0 ) ≤ r ≤ R 13/16 . We apply Wolff's two ends argument to reduce to analysing the interaction between wavepackets near the algebraic surfaces in far apart cells. We cover the whole B R with balls B k of radius ρ = R 1− 0 with δ 0 . We define some relation ∼ between B k and large tube T θ,v in the next subsubsection. The relation ∼ satisfies, for any T θ,v , the number of
For each B k , we define E f
, assuming Theorem 4 is true for balls
Proof. We apply induction on scale of Theorem 4 at scale ρ,
, the constant is bounded by C R .
Otherwise the second term dominates, we discuss this case in the next subsubsection.
Analyse the brooms.
In this subsubsection, we give full definition of the relation B k ∼ T θ,v and discuss the case when the E f k s dominate.
Recall that after polynomial partitioning iteration, we obtain a collection of E f O and its tangential part E f O,tang . Each E f O restricted on O ⊆ B r is a sum of large wavepackets E f θ,v intersecting O (this is because of the white lie). Each E f O,tang is essentially supported on the r 1/2 -neighborhood of a degree d algebraic surface inside a ball of radius r. For simplicity, we might assume that the algebraic surface is a plane. Lemma 6.4 says that we can actually do so for the interest of this paper.
From the polynomial partitioning iteration, we know that
The number of cells is greater than O(D
We define E f O,tang be the tangential part of E f O with respect to the polynomial partitioning for E f O .
Since E f ∼ does not dominate, we know that for most of the cells, E f
. Under our white lie assumption, for most of the cells, E f O,tang
We would like to show that
. For a typical O and a typical τ inside the support of f O,tang , we would like to compare
We discuss separately the case when r ≥ R 1/2 and the case when r ≤ R 1/2 .
3.2.1. The case when r ≥ R 1/2 . Since E f O,tang,τ is tangential to the r 1/2 -neighborhood of a plane Σ, which we denote a fat plane S. Recall that each E f θ,v has about the same L 2 -norm or is zero. Fix a cell O and the corresponding fat plane S, we decompose S into disjoint union of planks T B of length r, width R 1/2 , thickness r 1/2 . The direction of T B is paralell to G(τ) up to angle difference r −1/2 . We decompose the cap τ into union of parallel strips with length r −1/2 , width R −1/2 . Each s is parallel to the normal direction of S up to angle difference (
We have the L 2 -orthogonality on each plank T B :
(3.9)
The weight function w T B is essentially supported on T B and rapidly decay elsewhere. One might think w T B as the characteristic function on T B for a simpler model. We rewrite inequality 3.9 as follows (3.10)
where B is the broom determined by plank T B and s in definition 3. 
. Lemma 3.7. Let B r ⊂ B R and r ≥ R 1/2 , let τ be a cap of radius r −1/2 and Σ be a plane parallel to G(τ) up to angle difference r −1/2 . Let NΣ be the r 1/2 -neighborhood of Σ. If Eh τ is the sum of large wavepackets E f θ,v with θ ⊂ τ organized into brooms of uniform size about b, then
Proof. By inequality 3.10 and then by Lemma 3.6,
Remark 3.8. We observe that the size of f O,tang,τ L 2 is influenced by two independent factors: the number of large wavepackets E f θ,v intersecting Σ tangentially and the size of brooms they construct.
In other words, the size of brooms gives an upper bound for the ratio
The heuristic for the rest of the proof is the following. We define T θ,v ∼ B k if T θ,v belongs to a lot of large brooms with root inside B k . Lemma 3.7 says that if E f O,tang has large L 2 -nrom, then the large wavepackets in E f O are in the form of large brooms. In addition, the way we define the relation says that each large wavepackets in E f O belongs to a lot of large brooms with roots far apart. Since each large wavepacket has about the same L 2 -norm, it is difficult for the plane Σ related to O to capture large proportion of those large wavepackets.
We sort the planes Σ into O(1) collections according to their normal directions such that each pair of planes in each collection have normal directions difference within 1/100. There exists a collection containing a significant fraction of the planes. We consider only planes in this collection.
In this white lie proof, we discuss the following special case:
• for each Σ, all the brooms B rooted at Σ has about the same size b.
• each tube T θ,v intersects about γ planes Σ. The main idea of counting wavepackets using brooms is included in this special case. We deal with the general case in Section 6.2.
Since each tube T θ,v intersecting Σ belongs to a unique broom B rooted at Σ, it belongs a broom of size about b. We define the function χ (T θ,v 
Since we are in the special case described above, for any tube T θ,v , we have:
• 
Lemma 3.10. For the special case described in the last three paragraphs, when
Lemma 3.10 is a direct corollary of Lemma 3.11.
Proof. Since E f O,tang is tangential to a plane Σ, the support of f O,tang lies inside the r −1/2 -neighborhood of a parabola. Then we apply Lemma 3.11
. Lemma 3.11. Same assumption as in Lemma 3.10,
Remark 3.12. The assumption for r ≥ R 1/2 is used on defining the brooms and Lemma 3.6. We also need r ≤ R 1− 0 so that each cell O lies inside a B k and that f O is well defined. The case when r ≥ R 1− 0 is included in Lemma 3.1.
Proof. We assume that there are about ( R r ) β 0 nonzero wavepackets E f θ,v with θ ⊆ τ. By our assumption, a wavepacket is either zero or has about the same L 2 -norm. Let B k be the ball of radius R 1− 0 containing O and let Σ 1 = Σ the plane associated to O. We say that Σ 2 B k if Σ 2 is associated to some cell O 2 outside of 5B k . The main idea is to double count the number of wavepackets shared by Σ 1 and far aparts Σ 2 , specifically, the quantity (3.12)
by definition of the relation ∼. This is the only step we need the information that E f O consists of the wavepackets with T θ,v B k . By our special case assumption, (3.14)
Assume that there are (
We have the following lower bound for 3.12 by combining inequality 3.13 and inequality 3.14, (3.15)
Next we are going to give an upper bound for 3.12. Here we need to apply the following geometric observation. When O 1 and O 2 are R 1− 0 apart and the normals of corresponding Σ 1 and Σ 2 have angle difference within 1/100, a broom rooted at Σ 2 can intersect with 
In our special case, each wavepacket T θ,v satisfies
We sum over Σ 2 B k with inequality 3.16 and then apply inequality 3.17, we have the following upper bound for 3.12, (3.18)
We compare the lower bound 3.15 and upper bound 3.18 for 3.12,
We apply Lemma 3.7 with Eh τ = E f O,tang,τ ,
There are (
Together with inequality 3.19,
dominates E f O for most of the cells O, by our white lie assumption and definition of f O from 3.2,
Since r ≤ R 1− 0 , each O completely lies inside some B k . We apply Lemma 3.3,
When E f O dominates E f O for most of the cells O, we have E f O = E f O,tang by the white lie assumption. We apply inequality 2.7,
We apply Lemma 3.14,
Combine with Lemma 3.10 we obtain one estimate
We have another estimate from inequality 3.20 and inequality 3.6,
Recall that in inequality 3.5, #{O} R −O(δ) D 3 , we have
Combine estimate 3.22 with estimate 3.23, the worst case happen when
When p > and g U is the sum of wavepackets in the bush, then for any plane Σ intersecting B r and its r 1/2 -neighborhood NΣ,
Proof. We decompose g U = |θ |=r −1 ,v g θ ,v . Since there are at most u nonzero wavepackets E f θ,v in bush U, the number of θ such that g θ ,v = 0 is at most u. We apply CauchySchwartz inequality,
We applied the property that each |E g θ ,v | is essentially constant on B r .
We would like to show that a typical bush in E f O is small. We discuss the following special case and leave the general case in Section 6.2:
• for a fixed cap τ of radius r −1/2 , every bush in the direction G(τ) has size about u, • every nonzero wavepacket E f θ,v with θ ⊆ τ intersects about γ cells, in other words, belongs to about γ bushes.
In our special case, we have A nonzero wavepacket is related to at most O(1) balls B k . We prove the following Lemma 3.18 in analogue with Lemma 3.10, which is a direct corollary of Lemma 3.19. The proof of Lemma 3.18 using Lemma 3.19 is the same as the proof of Lemma 3.10, which we omit here.
Lemma 3.18. In the special case described in the previous three paragraphs, when r
Lemma 3.19.
Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.18,
Proof. We apply similar arguments as in Lemma 3.11. We count the number of large wavepackets within the direction G(τ) shared by two far apart cells
For each tube T θ,v B k , we have
Otherwise the ball B * k that maximizes
should belong to 5B k , which violates the assumption that T θ,v B k . In our special case, we have
Combine inequality 3.25 and inequality 3.26, we obtain a lower bound for 3.24, (3.27)
We shall point out that ( 
In our special case, for each nonzero wavepacket E f θ,v , we have 
We sum inequality 3.28 over all the cells O 2 5B k and apply inequality 3.29 to obtain the following upper bound for 3.24,
Compare inequality 3.27 to inequality 3.30, we have
We apply Lemma 3.16 with f O,τ = g U ,
. We apply inequality 3.31,
After Lemma 3.3, it suffices to consider when E f O dominates. Again by the white lie, E f O,trans is zero, we may assume that E f O,tang = E f O . This is not true in general and we are going to treat it carefully in the following sections. 
Proof. The proof is separated into two cases. The first case is for D ≥ r 1/2 . We need only the information from polynomial partitioning. We apply inequality 3.6 and inequality 2.7, for any cell O,
We plug in the
We used the property that there are more than
When p > 16/5, the constant term is bounded by R . The second case is for D ≤ r 1/2 , we apply the extra information we have from bush structure. By assumption, E f O BL p (O) is dominated by E f O,tang BL p (O) for most of the cells. We apply inequality 2.7,
By Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 3.18,
We plug in the estimation for f O,tang L 2 into previous inequality,
. By Lemma 3.14,
Since we consider only when
When p > 16/5, the constant term is bounded by R .
POLYNOMIAL STRUCTURE LEMMA
In the white lie version proof, the main properties of f O,tang we need to bound its L 2 -norm are the following:
is the sum of some large wavepackets E f θ,v and f O,tang is obtained by redoing wavepacket decomposition in B r and by restricting f O on the tangential wavepackets to some ow degree algebraic surface
In general it is difficult for a function to satisfy both properties. In this section, we state a structure lemma that decomposes the function E f into functions satisfying the above properties separately.
Definition 4.1. Fix a large constant d about log R and some 1 ≤ r ≤ R, a fat r-surface S is the r 1/2+δ -neighborhood of a degree d algebraic surface, which we denote S 0 , inside a ball B r of radius r.
Definition 4.2. Let T τ,w be a tube of length r, radius r
1/2 , we say that T τ,w is tangential to S if it satisfies that 2T τ,w ∩ S 0 = and
for any nonsingular point x ∈ 10T τ,w ∩2B r ∩S 0 . Recall that G(τ) is the direction of the tube T τ,w . We define T S,tang as the collection of tubes T τ,w tangential to S. We define T S,trans as the collection of tubes T τ,w such that 2T τ,w ∩ S 0 = and T ∉ T S,tang .
Lemma 4.3.
If f is supported in the unit disc and we consider E f inside B R , then there exist a collection of disjoint cells O and n collections S t of fat r t -surfaces S t with 1 ≤ t ≤ n ≤ δ −2 and r n < ··· < r 1 , such that
satisfying the following properties :
(1) Each O is contained in a ball of radius r 0 ≤ R δ < r n and E f
has about the same size for all O, the number of cells is greater than
(2) Each collection S t , 1 ≤ t ≤ n, consists of more than D 3 t R −O(δ) disjoint the fat r tsurfaces S t with D t ≤ R/r t . Every S t contains about the same number of S t+1 for 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 1 and every S n contains about the same number of O. 
We apply the polynomial partitioning on E f iteratively until the diameter of the cell is reduced to R δ . We record the tangential parts along the iteration process. Initial Step. We apply polynomial partitioning on E f in B R as in Subsection 2.1. Let Z 1 be the zero set of the degree d partitioning polynomial and W 1 be the R 1/2 -neighborhood of Z 1 . If we are in cellular case, then each cell O 1 lies inside a ball of radius R 1 = R/d and
and we have
. We cover W 1 with balls B k of radius R 1 = R 1−δ and we define r 1 = R 1 , S 1 = B k ∩ W 1 and
One can see that S 1 is a fat r 1 -surface in B k . E f S 1 is a sum of wavepackets tangential to
We also define
Step. Assume that we have run the polynomial partitioning j steps and we defined O j ⊆ B R j and E f O j , E f S 1 , ... , E f S t satisfying:
• there exists a containing chain O j ⊆ S t ⊆ ··· ⊆ S 1 . Restricted on each O j , we have
We apply polynomial partitioning on E f
in each O j . Let Z j+1 be the zero set of the partitioning polynomial and W j+1 be the R
If for more than 1/2 of the cells O j we are in cellular case, then we keep only those O j and we define E f O j+1 = T τ j ,w j ∩O j+1 = E f O j ,τ j ,w j and we write R j+1 = R j /d. We have the following L 2 -estimate,
We have the following BL p -estimates,
, and
Otherwise for more than 1/2 of the cells we are in algebraic case, then we keep only those O j and we define R j+1 = R 1−δ j and we cover W j+1 with balls of radius R j+1 , we denote r t+1 = R j+1 and S t+1 = O j+1 = W j+1 ∩ B R j+1 . Here S t+1 is a fat r t+1 -surface inside B r t+1 . We define
We do wavepackets decomposition of all the functions in the equation 4.7 inside B R j and we take only the wavepackets tangential to S t+1 , then
We define r t+1 = R j+1 and D t+1 = d j−t . From the definition of r t+1 , we know that D t+1 ≤ R/r t+1 . We have the following L 2 -estimates for f O j+1 and f S t+1 :
We have as well the BL p -estimate:
When R j+1 ≤ R δ , we stop and define r 0 = R j+1 , O = O j+1 and D = d j+1−t . For each algebraic case, we reduce the radius by a power of 1−δ. So the number of algebraic steps is bounded by n with R 
So far we have verified property (3), (4), (5) in the lemma. In order to satisfy property (1) and (2) ∼ λ 0 and Y 0 λ 0 (log R)
. We keep only those O. By
Now we have fixed our choice of O, we then sort S n , and select a collection S n of S n such that : each S n ∈ S n contains about the same number of O, and the number of cells O contained in the S n ∈ S n is greater than O((log R)
. By the iteration process, each S n contains at most (D/D n ) 3 cells O, so the number of S n ∈ S n is greater than
We sort S n−1 according to the number of S n contained in S n−1 , which we denote λ. Since 1 ≤ λ ≤ R 3 , there exists a dyadic number λ, such that
We consider only thoses S n−1 and we denote the collection S n−1 . By the iteration process,
. The way we choose S n−1 shows that
, so the number of S n−1 in S n−1 is greater than R −O(δ) D 3 n−1 . We sort S n−2 , ... , S 1 in the same way. In the end, we have a collection of O and collections S t , 1 ≤ t ≤ n satisfying property (1) and (2).
Corollary 4.4.
If f = f 1 + f 2 are supported in the unit disc, then for S t and O defined in Lemma 4.3, then we can define E f i,S t , E f i,Π S t and E f i,O , i = 1, 2 satisfying property (3), (4), (5) in Lemma 4.3 with E f S t = E f 1,
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 4.3, we can see that the construction of E f O , E f S t and E f Π S t for 1 ≤ t ≤ n is linear and only depends on O and S t , 1 ≤ t ≤ n.
TWO ENDS ARGUMENT AND SOME EASY CASES
We cover B R with balls B k of radius
For each B k , we define in the next section some relation ∼ between each large tube T θ,v and B k such that the number of balls B k ∼ T θ,v for a fixed T θ,v is bounded by O δ (1). For each ball B k , we define E f 
, then Theorem 4 holds for E f and for all p > 3.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 and the assumption of this lemma, for R −δ of the cells O,
Since each cell O lies inside a ball of radius
. for some S t with r t ≥ R 13/16 , then Theorem 4 holds for E f for any p > 3 + 3/13.
By Lemma 4.3, #{O} is greater than
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.3 and the assumption of this lemma,
Since f S t is tangential to S t , by Lemma 2.5,
We apply inequality 5.1 and inequality 5.2,
Since D t ≤ R/r t ≤ r 3/13 t by the assumption of r t ≥ R 13/16 , when p > 3 + 3/13, the constant is bounded by R O(δ) .
Otherwise, we choose the smallest t, such that there exists R −δ of the cells O such that
and
We observe that E f Π S t satisfies property (b) at the beginning of Section 4, which enables us to use the broom structure and the bush structure. After inequatliies 5.3 and 5.4, we can show that E f Π S t and E f S t have about the same BL p -norm at most of the cells O.
Lemma 5.3. For the t satisfying inequality 5.3 and inequality 5.4, we have E f
In this section, we discuss the case when for most of the O E f
and there exists a t satisfying 5.3 and 5.4,
The main lemmas we prove in this section are the following.
Lemma 6.1. If for most of the cells O,
and r t ≥ R 1/2 , then for p > 3 + 3/13,
Lemma 6.2. If for most of the cells O,
and r t ≤ R 1/2 , then for p > 3 + 1/5,
Recall that in the white lie proof, the key fact is that the L 2 -norm of E f tang near a plane Σ is small unless the large wavepackets are organized into large brooms rooted at Σ. After polynomial partitioning iteration, we obtain collections of fat r t -surfaces S t . Lemma 6.4 in the next subsection says that we can treat S t as a thin neighborhood of at most O(r O(δ) ) planes if we fix a direction of wavepackets.
6.1. Planes. Let Z be a smooth degree d algebraic surface and S is the R 1/2+δ neighborhood of Z in B R , which is by definition a fat R-surface. Let E f = E f tang be a function tangential to S in B R . Definition 6.3. We define T S,tang,ess as the subcollection of T S,tang containing the large tubes T θ,v satsifying: there exists another T θ ,v ∈ T S,tang such that
We define the T θ ,v as T * θ,v
. For a fixed T θ,v , there might be multiple T * θ,v .
We define E f tang,ess =
essentially represents E f tang in the sense that
From now on, we write E f tang = E f tang,ess and T S,tang = T S,tang,ess . Fix a direction θ, we show that all the wavepackets E f θ,v from θ have essential support tangential T θ,v to at most O(R O(δ) ) planes.
Lemma 6.4. Let E f tang be as in the previous three paragraphs. Fix a cap θ ⊆ supp f tang , there exists at most O d (R O(δ) ) planes, such that every T θ,v ∈ T S,tang is R −1/2+δ -tangential to of one of the planes.
Proof. We choose two unit vectors v 1 and v 2 , such that v 1 ⊥ v 2 and they are both orthogonal to G(θ) (up to R −1/2 -angle difference). Let T θ denote the collection of T θ,v in T S,tang . We define T θ,i , i = 1, 2, as the collection of tubes T θ,v such that there exists an-
Since v 1 , v 2 and G(θ) are pairwise orthogonal,
We show that tubes in T θ,1 can be covered by the
planes. Same arguments apply to T θ,2 . We consider the projection Π v 1 along v 1 to the plane Σ v 1 that is perpendicular to v 1 . We would like to decompose Z into at most Poly(d) pieces Z j , such that the projection Π v 1 on Z j is injective. We consider the set of planes Σ v 2 ,t perpendicular to v 2 parametrized by coordinate t along v 2 direction. By our choice of v 1 and v 2 , the planes Σ v 2 ,t are parallel to G(θ) and v 1 .
We define Z v 1 as the set of points p in Z such that T p Z contains the direction v 1 . Z v 1 is an algebraic curve of degree at most Poly(d). We color Z v 1 with red and blue. For any point p ∈ Z v 1 , we color it with red if p is singular or if the tangent direction
, otherwise we color it with blue. There are at most Poly(d) singular points on Z v 1 for a generic v 1 . We decompose Z v 1 into connected components, such that points on each component has the same color. We claim that there are at most Poly(d) red components. The end points of red compoents are the points p such that Angle(T p Z v 1 , Σ v 2 ,t ) = R −1/2+10δ . In fact, we can even choose the number R
generically. For example, we can choose 2R −1/2+10δ instead of R −1/2+10δ . The are at most Poly(d) points with Angle(
For each red component Z v 1 ,red of Z v 1 , we can cover it with R 1/2+O(δ) -neighborhood of a plane Σ v 2 ,t for some t. Since we consider everything happen inside a B R , and the red component has angle bounded by R −1/2+10δ with Σ v 2 ,t . The red component is trapped inside a R 1/2+O(δ) -neighborhood of some plane Σ v 2 ,t . We also add two planes Σ v 2 ,t A and Σ v 2 ,t B that cut off the region where B R lies inside.
There exists Poly(d) planes
neighborhoods cover all red components Z v 1 ,red . We remove those R 1/2+O(δ) -neighborhoods of planes from Z, let Z 0 denote the remaining part. We also remove all tubes T θ,v intersecting those R 1/2+O(δ) -neighborhoods from T θ,1 . Since Σ v 2 ,t is parallel to G(θ), the removed tubes T θ,v are R −1/2+O(δ) -tangential to one of the planes Σ v 2 ,t 1 , ... , Σ v 2 ,t M . We observe that all the local extrema points of Z v 1 on v 2 direction are coved by those neighborhoods.
The blue compoents Z v 1 ,blue of Z v 1 cut Z 0 into Poly(d) connected components Z j . We claim that Π v 1 restricted on each Z j is injective. Each component Z j is bounded by two planes Σ v 2 ,t a and Σ v 2 ,t b and some Z v 1 ,blue . The curve Z v 1 intersects Σ v 2 ,t a with at most Poly(d) points: p 1 , ... , p m . Furthermore, we know that Angle(T p l Z v 1 , Σ v 2 ,t ) ≥ R −1/2+10δ for 1 ≤ l ≤ m. Let Z t denote the intersection of Z and Σ v 2 ,t . Z t is a smooth curve of degree d.
The points {p l } decompose Z t a into Poly(d) components Z t,k , each component is bounded by some points p l 1 and p l 2 . The projection Π v 1 restricted on each Z t,k is injective. When we move the plane Σ v 2 ,t from t a to t b , each point p l has a unique trajectory. In particular, the number of points in Z v 1 ∩Σ v 2 ,t for t between t a and t b stays the same. The component Z j is bounded by the trajectory of some p l 1 and p l 2 . In particular, the projection Π v 1 restricted on Z j is injective since Π v 1 is injective at each Z j ∩ Σ v 2 ,t for t between t a and t b . Now we project Z j to Σ v 1 , the plane perpendicular to v 1 . We consider the set of tubes
In otherwords, the projection image Since I T has length at least R 1−2δ , we can choose at most O(R δ ) T, such that the union of I T covers 
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 6.4.
Definition 6.8. Let t be such that R 1/2 ≤ r t ≤ R 13/16 (the case when r ≥ R 13/16 was treated in Lemma 5.2) and let τ t be a cap of radius r −1/2 t . For each Σ t ∈ Ω S t , we define a broom B t rooted at Σ t as in Definition 3.4 with r = r t , Σ = Σ t .
Recall that in the special case in Subsection 3.2, the brooms rooted at Σ has about the same size, and each wavepackets from those brooms belongs to about the same number of brooms of about the same size. The function χ(T θ,v , Σ) characterizes this uniform broom structure. In general, we obtain an approximation of this function χ through several steps dyadic pigeonholing.
Let Γ t,b denote the set of number {1, ( 
, which is independent of R. We decompose the unit sphere in R 3 into caps α of radius 1/100 representing the normal directions of the planes
Let Ω τ t denote the collection of planes Σ t ∈ Ω S t ,τ t for all S t ∈ S t in Lemma 4.3.
For each b 1 ∈ Γ t,b and each
• the normal direction of Σ t belongs to cap α. 
belongs to a broom B t satisfying:
We define χ κ inductively as above and we stop when b l ≥ ( (t, u 1 , γ 1 , . .. , u l ). We define T θ,v ∼ ι B k according to the same rule with the function χ ι instead.
Finally we define T θ,v ∼ B k . Definition 6.14. We say that T θ,v ∼ B k if there exists κ, κ , ι or ι , such that one of the following is true: Fix an S t ⊆ B k and Σ t ∈ Ω S t ,τ t , we might assume that each small tube T τ t ,w t of length r t , width r 1/2 t is r −1/2 t -tangential to only one Σ t . If T τ t ,w t is r −1/2 t -tangential to more than one Σ t , we assign it to an arbitrary one. Let T Σ t be the subset of T S t ,tang consisting of tubes in direction G(τ t ) which are r −1/2 t -tangential to Σ t . When r t ≥ R 1/2 , for each κ = (α, t, b 1 , γ 1 , ... , b l , γ l ) and each Σ t ∈ Ω S t ,τ t with S t ∈ B k , we define
From our construction and Remark 6.10, we have the decomposition
When we say sum over κ we mean sum over all the admissible κ. When r t ≤ R 1/2 , for each ι = (t, u 1 , γ 1 , ... , u l , γ l ) and each Σ t ∈ Ω S t ,τ t with S t ⊆ B k , we define
Here E f ι,Σ t is the same for all Σ t ∈ Ω S t ,τ t , we use this notation in parallel to the large r t case. Same as the decomposition 6.4 for large r t , we have the following
Here we sum over all the admissible ι.
Recall that in the beginning of this section, there exists a t such that S t ∈ S t satisfies inequality 5.3 and inequality 5.4 which results in 6.1 for most of the cells. We discuss separately according to the size of r t .
Lemma 6.16. If S t is a fat r t -surface with r t ≥ R /12 , then
. Lemma 6.16 corresponds to Lemma 3.10 in the white lie proof. In order to prove Lemma 6.16, we need the following Lemma 6.17, which corresponds to Lemma 3.11 in the white lie proof.
Lemma 6.17. If S t is a fat r t -surface with r t ≥ R /12 and τ t is a cap of radius r
Proof. Since the Lemma is about a fixed t, in the proof, we drop the dependence on t and write τ t = τ,r t = r and Σ t = Σ, S t = S. We assume that there are about ( R r ) β 0 nonzero wavepackets E f θ,v with θ ⊆ τ. Let B k be the ball of radius R 1− 0 containing B r and let Σ 1 = Σ. We define κ = (α, t, b 1 , λ 1 , ... , b l−1 , γ l−1 , b l ). We say that Σ 2 B k if Σ 2 is associated to some fat r-surface S 2 outside of 5B k . The main idea is to double count the number of wavepackets shared by Σ 1 and those far apart Σ 2 , specifically, the quantity (6.6)
If inequality 6.7 is not true, then the B * k that maximizes
to 5B k and T θ,v ∼ κ B k , which violates the assumption T θ,v B k . This is the only part we need to use the information that
We have the following lower bound for 6.6 by combining inequality 6.7 and inequality 6.8, (6.9)
Next we are going to give an upper bound for 6.6. Here we need to apply the following geometric observation. When S 1 = S and S 2 are R 1− 0 apart and the normals of Σ 1 and Σ 2 are both in α, a broom rooted at Σ 2 can intersect with Σ 1 in at most R O( 0 ) large tubes T θ,v . This is because a broom rooted at Σ 2 spans on the normal direction of Σ 2 . Since S 1 and S 2 have distance at least R 1− 0 , near S 1 the wavepackets in the broom are almost disjoint (up to R O( 0 ) overlapping). Since the normals of Σ 1 and Σ 2 belong to the same cap α, they have angle difference within 1/100. A broom rooted at Σ 2 intersects transversally with Σ 1 . Recall that in Remark 3.5 for a fixed Σ 2 , each tube T θ,v belongs to at most one broom rooted at Σ 2 . The function χ κ counts brooms of size about b l .
Hence for each Σ 2 B k , we have
By the definition of χ κ , each wavepacket T θ,v satisfies
Sum over the Σ 2 B k with inequality 6.10 and apply inequality 6.11, we have the following upper bound for 6.6, (6.12)
Since κ is admissible, we have γ l ≥ γ l−1 ( R r ) −100δ . Compare inequality 6.9 with inequality 6.12,
We apply Lemma 3.7 with Eh τ = E f κ,Σ,τ and b = b l , (6.14)
By the definition of E f κ,Σ,S,τ = E f κ,Σ t ,S t ,τ t and inequality 6.14, There are ( R r ) β 1 out of ( R r ) β 0 nonzero large wavepackets E f θ,v with θ ⊆ τ intersecting Σ and T θ,v B k , hence
By inequality 6.13,
We prove Lemma 6.16 with Lemma 6.17.
Proof. By Lemma 6.7 and the decomposition of E f Π S t ,τ t in equality 6.4, .
Proof. Since the Lemma is for a fixed t, to simplify the notation, we will write r t = r, τ t = τ, S t = S, Σ t = Σ in this proof. By the decomposition 6.5, it suffices to prove that for each admissible ι,
Let ι = (t, u 1 , γ 1 , ... , u l ). We apply similar arguments as in Lemma 3.10. We count the number of large wavepackets shared by two far apart fat r-surface S 1 = S and S 2 :
(6.19) We shall point out that ( R r ) β 1 might be smaller than u l , since we add an extra condition that T θ,v B k .
Next we are going to give an upper bound for the quantity 6.19. Fix a pair of fat rsurfaces S 1 and S 2 with distance R 1− 0 , and each one lies inside a ball of radius r ≤ R 1/2 , the number of large wavepackets shared by two fat r-surfaces is at most R O( 0 ) . Specifically, We sum over all the nonzero wavepackets E f θ,v with θ ⊆ τ, (6.25) θ⊆τ,v S χ ι (T θ,v , S ) γ l−1 ( R r ) β 0 +100δ .
We sum inequality 6.24 over all the cells S 2 5B k and apply inequality 6.25 to obtain the following upper bound for 6.19 (6.26)
Since ι is admissible, γ l ≥ γ l−1 ( 
. We apply inequality 6.27,
With Lemma 6.18 we prove Lemma 6.2 corresponding to Lemma 3.20.
Proof. When D t ≥ r 
